
TRIPLEX container bases – the perfect addition to increase transport 

safety and protection of the transported goods in large carriers. 

They are firmly connected to the TRIPLEX pallet enclosures or 

TRIPLEX pallet sleeves, and their design can be customised to fit 

their area of use.

Container bases
Flexible for even greater safety and protection

TRIPLEX® – Hard as a rock, light as a feather
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TRIPLEX container bases –
for safety

When using pallets that have open tops or indentations for 

pallet feet, there is a risk that transported goods could become 

soiled, that it won’t be possible to keep the goods level, or 

even that small goods might get lost. In addition to base 

inserts, TRIPLEX pallet enclosures and TRIPLEX pallet sleeves 

are also available with integrated folding container bases that 

make handling considerably easier. When putting the sleeve 

in place, the two halves of the base, which are permanently 

joined to the side wall, simply lie flat on the pallet. The weight 

of the transported goods presses down and holds the base 

and sleeve in place on the pallet, enhancing stability. This 

means that neither locking holes in the sleeve nor a locking 

mechanism on the pallet are needed. The integrated container 

bases can also be equipped with a non-slip coating that 

offers a further plus in transport safety for pallets without 

grooves.

The integrated TRIPLEX container bases come in three different 

versions.

“Standard base” – manufactured as a single piece with the 

enclosure, it does not have any welded seams. This makes 

it exceptionally stable and ideal for transpor ting heavy 

goods.

“Comfort base” – particularly easy to handle. It is welded to 

the sleeve and held against the inside of the sleeve’s side wall 

by a hook-and-loop fastener. Once the sleeve has been placed 

on the pallet, the base can be folded down effortlessly so that 

it lies entirely on the pallet.

“Special base” – made of a thin TRIPLEX structured-core panel 

or TRIPLEX film, this is welded to the container around the 

corners and automatically folds down or up as the sleeve is 

fitted in place or collapsed.

Detailed information about container bases, pallet enclosures
and attachment sleeves from TRIPLEX at www.triplex.de
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